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Abstract

We present the gravitational waveforms emitted when a neutron star, modeled as an initially uniformly rotating po
collapses to a Kerr black hole. We investigate the gravitational collapse by carefully studying not only the dynamic
matter, but also that of the trapped surfaces, of both the apparent and event horizons formed during the collapse. The u
surfaces, together with the dynamical horizon framework, allows for a precise measurement of the black hole mass an
well as of the energy lost to gravitational waves. The ability to extract the waveforms depends on having computational
with boundaries in the wave-zone and on extending the simulation past the formation of the singularity. Both requirem
met by using fixed mesh-refinement techniques and by excising a region of the computational domain which incl
singularity and is within the apparent horizon.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The study of the gravitational collapse of rota
ing stellar configurations leading to black hole fo
mation is a cornerstone of any theory of gravity a
a long standing problem in general relativity. Ov
the years, numerous approaches have been ap
and several different techniques developed to ta
the problem. Many of the issues around gravitatio
collapse are not purely academic. Indeed, fundam
tal aspects of Einstein’s theory, such as the cos
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censorship hypothesis or the black hole no-hair t
orems, revolve around a complete understanding
gravitational collapse. Furthermore, important iss
in relativistic astrophysics awaiting clarification, su
as the mechanism responsible for gamma-ray bu
may be unveiled with a more detailed understa
ing of the physics of gravitational collapse in rotati
and magnetized stars. Last but not least, the inve
gation of gravitational collapse to rotating black ho
can provide the waveforms and the energetics of
of the most important sources of gravitational rad
tion.
.
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Although it is evident that it is through numeric
relativity simulations that one can hope to impro
our knowledge of gravitational collapse under rea
tic conditions, this is not an easy task. The modeling
black hole spacetimes with collapsing matter-sour
in multidimensions is one of the most formidable
forts of numerical relativity. This is due both to th
inherent difficulties and complexities of the system
equations which is to be solved (i.e. the Einstein eq
tions coupled to the relativistic hydrodynamics eq
tions) and to the vast computational resources nee
in 3D evolutions.

In addition to the technical difficulties due to the a
curate treatment of the hydrodynamics involved in
collapse, the precise calculation of the gravitatio
radiation emitted in the process is particularly ch
lenging as the energy released in gravitational wa
is much smaller than the total rest-mass energy
the system. As an indication of the difficulties inhe
ent in the problem of calculating the gravitation
wave emission in rotating gravitational collapse, o
one work dating back to almost 20 years ago[1] is
available in the literature on this specific topic.
1985 Stark and Piran used an axisymmetric gene
relativistic code to evolve rotating configurations a
to compute the gravitational radiation produced
their collapse to black holes. The results referred
initial configurations consisting of polytropic sta
which underwent collapse after the pressure was
duced by a factor ranging from 60% up to 99%
the rapidly rotating models. The initial data effective
consisted of spherically-symmetric solutions with
uniform rotation simply “added” on.

Overall, their investigation revealed that while t
nature of the collapse depended on the parametea,
the form of the waves remained the same over
entire range of the values ofa, with the amplitude
increasing witha. Particularly important was the ev
idence that the gravitational-wave emission could
sentially be related to the oscillations of a perturb
black hole spacetime.

In recent years many studies have extended to t
spatial dimensions the investigation of gravitatio
collapse to black holes[2–4]. Despite the improve
ments in the evolution of the hydrodynamics and
the spacetime achieved by these simulations, non
them has addressed the problem of the gravitatio
wave emission. The reason for this is to be fou
in the small amplitude of the signal, often below t
truncation error of the 3D simulations, but most im
portantly in the fact that all of the above calculatio
made use of Cartesian grids with uniform spaci
With the computational resources currently availab
this choice places the outer boundaries too close to
source to detect gravitational radiation.

Using a recently developed code for the solut
of the Einstein equations in non-vacuum spacetim
theWhisky code, we have investigated the collap
of rapidly rotating relativistic stars to Kerr blac
holes[5]. We were able to bound the amount of e
ergy emitted in gravitational waves by detailed stu
of both theapparent andevent horizons. However, a
in previous works, these simulations made use of
merical grids with uniform spacing and thus with ou
boundaries very close to the initial position of the st
lar surface. Under these conditions, the gravitatio
radiation extracted does not provide interesting inf
mation besides the obvious change in the quadru
moment of the background spacetime.

To allow us to extend our domain into the wa
zone and extract gravitational waves we have used
gressive mesh-refinement (PMR) techniques. We h
adopted a Berger–Oliger prescription for the refi
ment of meshes on different levels[6] and used the
numerical infrastructure described in[7]. In addition
to this, we have also implemented a simplified form
adaptivity in which new refined levels are added at p
defined positions during the evolution. As the collap
proceeds and the star occupies smaller portions o
computational domain, three more refined levels
added one by one, nested in the four original ones
the time the simulation is terminated at∼190M , the
finest typical spatial resolution is�x ∼ 0.02M whilst
the domain extends out to∼82.5M . A detailed dis-
cussion of the grid and of its evolution will be give
in [8].

The initial data for our simulations is the same d
scribed in[5] and basically consists of axisymmetr
rotating relativistic stars, calculated as equilibrium
lutions of the Einstein equations in a compactifi
domain and in polar coordinates. For a direct co
parison with the results in[1] and because no shoc
is observed during the collapse, the stars are mod
with a polytropic equation of state (EOS)p = KρΓ ,
with Γ = 2 and with the polytropic constant whic
is initially K = 100. Once secularly unstable sol
ID
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tions are found along sequences of fixed angular
mentum or fixed rest-mass we consider initial mod
that have the same axes ratios but slightly larger c
tral energy densities and are dynamically unstable
models D1–D4 in[5]). Hereafter we will restrict the
discussion to the collapse of the most rapidly rotat
dynamically unstable model, namely D4. Discussio
on the collapse of the other models and how the
lapse is triggered can be found in[5,8].

While several different methods are possible
the extraction of the gravitational-radiation conte
in numerical spacetimes, we have adopted a ga
invariant approach in which the spacetime is matc
with the non-spherical perturbations of a Schwa
schild black hole. In practice, a set of “observers”
placed on 2-spheres of fixed coordinate radiusrex,
where they extract the gauge-invariant, evenΨ

(e)
�m and

odd-parityQ(o)
�m metric perturbations[9]. Here�,m are

the indices of the angular decomposition and we u
ally compute modes up to� = 5 with m = 0.

Although the position of such observers is arbitra
and the information they record must be the same
waves extracted in the wave-zone, we place our
servers between 40M and 50M from the centre of
the grid, as done in[1]. The reasons for this are sim
ple: firstly, very little of the gravitational waves ha
reached the outer boundary by the time the simula
is terminated; secondly, the wave amplitude is prog
sively reduced as it propagates outward, thus mak
the extraction increasingly more difficult.

Using the even and odd-parity perturbationsQ+
�m

andQ×
�m (see[9]) we show inFigs. 1 and 2the lowest-

order multipoles forQ+
�m with the offset produced b

the stellar quadrupole removed[8]. Fig. 1refers to the
� = 2 mode as extracted by four different observ
at increasing distances and expressed in retarded
Fig. 2 instead refers to the� = 4 mode, with the in-
set giving a comparison between the two modes
showing that the gravitational-wave signal is ess
tially quadrupolar, with the� = 2 mode being abou
an order of magnitude larger than the� = 4.

The very good overlap of the waveforms measu
at different positions is important evidence that the
traction has been performed in the wave-zone, s
the invariance under a retarded-time scaling is a p
erty of the solutions of a wave equation. A simil
.

Fig. 1. The� = 2, even-parity perturbation as extracted by observ
at different positionsrex expressed in retarded time. The overlap
the waves is an indication that the extraction is correct.

Fig. 2. The� = 4, even-parity perturbation can also be extracted
has much lower amplitude than the� = 2, as shown in the inset.

overlap is seen also for the� = 4 mode and disappea
when the waves are extracted at smaller radii.

Another indication that the waveforms inFig. 1are
an accurate description of the gravitational radiat
produced by the collapse comes by analyzing th
power spectra. The collapse, in fact, can be viewe
the rapid transition between the spacetime of the in
equilibrium star and the spacetime of the produced
tating black hole. It is natural to expect, therefore, t
the waveforms produced in this process will reflect
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Fig. 3. Power spectra of the waveforms reported inFig. 1. The
dashed vertical lines indicate the frequencies of the QNMs of a b
hole, while the dotted ones thewI andwII modes of a typical star.

basic properties of both spacetimes and in partic
the fundamental frequencies of oscillation. We va
date this inFig. 3, where we show the power spectr
densities (PSD) of the waveforms of the metric p
turbationsQ+

20 andQ+
40 reported inFigs. 1 and 2(the

units on they-axis are arbitrary). The upper panel
Fig. 3shows the PSD ofQ+

20 and compares it with th
frequencies of the� = 2,m = 0 quasi-normal mode
(QNM) of a Kerr black hole withM = 1.861M� and
a = 0.6 (dashed line at 6.7 kHz)[10] as well as with
the first wII “interface” mode for a typical compac
star withM = 1.27M� andR = 8.86 km (dotted line
at 8.8 kHz)[11]. Similarly, the lower panel ofFig. 3,
shows the PSD ofQ+

40 comparing it with the� = 4,
m = 0 QNM of a Schwarzschild black hole (dash
line at 14.0 kHz)[11] and the firstwI “curvature”
mode (dotted line at 12.8 kHz)[11]. The excellent
agreement between the position of these peaks
the fundamental frequencies of the vacuum and n
vacuum spacetimes is an important confirmation of
robustness of the results obtained.

In conclusion, we have shown that the accurate
traction of gravitational radiation is now possible a
in numerical relativity simulations making use of 3
grids with Cartesian coordinates. The great poten
shown by the PMR techniques employed here op
the way to a number of applications that would be o
erwise intractable with uniform grids. Work is now
progress to consider initial models with realistic EO
or in differential rotation, for which valuesa � 1 can
be reached and a more intense gravitational radia
is expected.
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